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FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE -
THE STATUTORY DERIVATIVE ACTION IN SINGAPORE
Managerial accountability (or the lack of it) to shareholders has been
described as "one of the major socio-legal problems of the twentieth
century"' . That such a comment has come to be made seems inevitable
given the fact that common law courts have consistently upheld, in the
absence of fraud, the managerial authority of the Board against the
shareholders in general meeting. The Directors have almost absolute
authority to decide what is, in their opinion, in the commercial interests of
the company. The concerns of shareholders are obvious in public companies
where, for the sake of economic efficiency and as a result of the development
of the large public company as a capitalist venture, a divorce occurs between
the specialist management2 and the owners/investors. But the problem
cannot be said to be non-existent in smaller private companies. On the
contrary, the position of the private minority shareholder could even be
said to be worse. Here, the individual minority shareholder is concerned
not only with managerial accountability but also with majority shareholder
accountability. Unfortunately, the task of the single concerned shareholder,
in his noble quest to ferret out corporate wrongdoing3 , whether committed
by the elected directors or his fellow shareholders, has never been a bed
of roses. He has faced monumental procedural obstacles when the wrong
is classified, not as a wrong to him personally, but as a wrong to the
corporation. Although technically, a wrong to the company is a wrong that
should affect all shareholders alike4 , the problem is usually couched as one
the minority shareholder has to bear, as some possibility of redress lies
with the majority in general meeting5.
The problems confronting the minority or perhaps more accurately, the
individual6 shareholder, has, in most countries with legal roots in the English
system, largely been attributed to the operation of that infamous7 Rule in
Foss v Harbottle8.
I Beck, "The Shareholder's Derivative Action" [1974] Canadian Bar Review 159.
2 M.Bishop, "Watching The Boss" The Economist, Jan 29 1994.
3 Roslow, "To Whom and for What Ends Is Corporate Management Responsible?" in The
Corporation in Modern Society (Mason ed, 1959) at p 49.
4 Indeed, where the directors control management and are in a position to manipulate
affairs, the majority shareholders may be the ones calling the directors to account. This
actually happened in the Singapore case of Re SQ Wong [1987] 2 MLJ 298 (a s 216
application) where the exercise of discretion by the directors of a private company was
found to be for the collateral purpose of preventing the majority ordinary shareholders
from ousting them as directors.
5 If they are able to requisition a general meeting.
6 Who is not necessarily but would usually be a minority shareholder.
7 LCB Gower, Principles of Modern Company Law (1992) at p 643. Also variously described
as "seminal", "well-known" and the "eminence grise of English corporate law".
8 (1843) 67 E.R. 189.
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The Rule in itself is logical - where a wrong has been perpetrated against
the company, than the proper person to bring an action against the
wrongdoers is the company but where the alleged wrong is a transaction
which might be made binding on the company and on all its members by
a simple majority of the members, then no single shareholder is permitted
to maintain an action in respect of that matter 9. The Rule can be said to
achieve what is socially and economically desirable. A wrong committed
against the company would affect all shareholders alike and confining the
action to a corporate (as opposed to a personal) action obliterates the
possibility of multiplicity of actions and wasteful litigation. Also, as there
is seldom unanimity in business views, and because the company is in
reality an embodiment of the collective investments of the shareholders,
the majority shareholder opinion ought to hold sway. It cannot be denied
that the Rule does give to the Board some peace of mind in going about
its business as it eliminates potentially vexatious actions commenced by
pesky minority shareholders who do not know any better '. The Rule can
therefore be said to preserve entrepreneurship and boldness in business
decisions.
The problem however, is that the company, though possessed of legal
status, is only able to act through its human agents (namely the Board of
Directors and the General Meeting). These human factors could themselves
be, or at least the majority in these organs, are, the very ones guilty of the
corporate wrongdoing, which would include fraud, unfair and self dealing
and mismanagement. "Misconduct in the affairs of a company may be
passive conduct, neglect of its interests, concealment from the minority of
knowledge that is material"". By vesting the right to commence a corporate
action on the Board of Directors, or in their default, on the General
Meeting'2 , means that it is nigh on impossible for an individual minority
shareholder to bring suit, as obviously the wrongdoing directors would
never authorise such a suit and if the majority shareholders are also the
majority directors, in cohorts with them, under their influence or simply
apathetic, the individual shareholder has reached a legal cul-de-sac. No
doubt as with most legal rules, exceptions 3 exist to allow shareholder
litigation, but the consensus seems to be that these exceptions are themselves
so fraught with difficulties that they are of little help.
9 per Jenkins L.J in Edwards v Halliwell [1950] 2 All ER 1064 at 1066 giving what is often
considered the classic statement of the Rule.
10 Farrar et al, Farrar's Company Law (1991) at p 444.
11 Per Lord Keith of Avonham in Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Ltd v Meyer [1959] AC
324 at p 362.
12 Marshall's Valve Gear Co v Manning, Wardle & Co [1909] 1 Ch 267, the decision in
which has been justified as necessary so as not to render the Rule nonsensical.
13 Namely variations on the concept of "fraud on the minority", which most academics
consider as being the only true exception to the Rule. The other expressed exceptions are
personal actions, ultra vires acts and where a special majority requirement was not
complied with.
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Legislature has attempted to alleviate some of the minority shareholder's
problems by statutorily providing for specific remedies in situations of
unfair prejudice or oppression"'1 . These provisions have, as a general common
denominator, the aim of redressing broad wrongs amounting to oppression
or prejudice committed against the shareholder himself. In some
jurisdictions, this oppression/unfair prejudice remedy is augmented by a
statutory derivative action"s. In Australia, the Companies and Securities
Law Review Committee 16 proposed the enactment of a statutory derivative
action and in Singapore, the statutory derivative action was included as
part of the protection-for-the minority package by the 1993 amendments
to the Companies Act.
This paper is primarily concerned with the derivative action. It is proposed
that the new derivative action provisions in Singapore be examined against
the background of existing remedies for the minority shareholder and in
view of the expressed justification for the statutory derivative action in
Singapore and in various jurisdictions. The relationship between the
derivative action and oppression remedy in section 216 will also be
considered. The Canadian experience with the derivative remedy will be
drawn upon mainly in this analysis and, where appropriate and relevant, a
comparison will be made with the New Zealand provisions.
SHAREHOLDERS' RIGHT OF ACTION PRIOR TO THE 1993
AMENDMENTS
The position of the minority shareholder wishing to commence an action
in Singapore pre-1993 was broadly parallel to that currently existing in
England and in Australia. There were four 7 possibilities of action available
to the litigious shareholder: 1) a personal action in respect of the
infringement of a personal right; 2) a common law derivative action brought
on behalf of the company in respect of a cause of action belonging to the
company"S; 3) an action to enforce a statutory remedy for unfair/oppressive
conduct of the company's affairs19 ; and 4) an application for winding up of
the company by the court including on the "just and equitable" ground 20 .
14 see eg s 459 UK Companies Act 1985, s 260 Australian Corporations Law, s 216 Singapore
Companies Act 1980.
15 see eg the Canadian Business Corporation Act 1985 and the New Zealand Companies
Act 1993.
16 Companies and Securities Law Review Committee, Enforcement of Duties of Directors
and Officers of a Company by Means of a Statutory Derivative Action (Report No 12,
1990).
17 See HAJ Ford & RP Austin, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law (1992) at p 589.
18 The fraud-on-minority exception to the rule in Foss v Harbottle which applies in Singapore
through the continuing reception of English common law.
19 s 216 Singapore Companies Act; ss 459 to 461 UK Companies Act 1985; s 260 Australian
Corporations Law.
20 s 254 Singapore Companies Act; s 122(1)(g) UK Insolvency Act 1986; s 461 Australian
corporations Law.
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It is not proposed to discuss avenue (4) at all although it must be said that
the remedy of winding up is generally thought of as being rather a drastic
measure, of corporate governance or otherwise. Although the situations in
which the court may order a winding up are many, the fact that the company
is successful and prosperous would usually affect the court's decision. Hence,
the order would only be given if there is no other practical remedy, for
example where animosity is rife amongst all parties so that carrying on
would be futile. Indeed, it has often been said of the provision that the
cure is worse than the malady.
Shareholder Litigation under Common Law
The difficulties of distinguishing between what constitutes a personal right,
the infringement of which would be the proper subject of a personal action,
and what is properly categorised as a corporate right which would then be
the subject of a derivative action, are legion21 . The orthodox view is that
a right can only be personal if the plaintiff shareholder(s) has a peculiar
interest, as opposed to the general interest of the shareholders as a whole,
in its enforcement. Where all the shareholders are similarly affected, it
cannot have been a personal right that had been infringed since the body
of shareholders as a whole is generally thought of as being synonymous
with the company. Much of the difficulties encountered in the attempt to
draw a clear line between corporate and personal rights can perhaps be
attributed to an over-emphasis on the concept of the separate legal
personality of the company. This has led to a judicial fixation with the idea
that all wrongs committed by directors and officers run exclusively to the
company22 and all duties are owed by them to the company and the company
alone.
The problem seems less acute in Australia where the judges are apparently
not encumbered by such a "blind spot"23 . Australian judges have consistently
brushed aside the common law problems of Foss v Harbottle by enhancing
the personal rights of shareholders24 , and usually without citation of
authority2". The position taken in Australia appears to be that where the
wrong affects each of the members as separate individuals and not as a
single body of shareholders, it can be classified as a personal right even if
all the shareholders are affected alike2 ' .
21 It is not proposed to go into an in depth discussion of the problems that plague the
distinction. See Beck, supra n 1 and Xuereb, The Rights of Shareholders (1989) Ch 2, for
such a discussion.
22 Beck, supra n 1 at p 170.
23 L Sealy, "Problems of Standing, Pleading and Proof in Corporate Litigation" in Company
Law in Change (Pettit ed) at p 8.
24 see LS Sealy, "The Rule in Foss v Harbottle; the Australian Experience" (1989) 10
Company Lawyer 52.
25 ibid., at p 53.
26 P Willcocks, Shareholders' Rights and Remedies (1991) at pp 89 to 90; See also Residues
Treatment & Trading Co Ltd v Southern Resources Ltd (no 2) (1988) 14 ACLR 569.
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A similar judicial reluctance to be thwarted by the web woven by Foss v
Harbottle can apparently also be found in New Zealand2 . Whether
Singaporean judges would treat these problems as robustly as the
Australians and New Zealanders remains to be seen as cases involving
such intricate issues have been thankfully(?) few.
The common law derivative action developed as an exception to the rule
in Foss v Harbottle, in the "slippery ' 28 form of the fraud on the minority
exception. For the exception to apply, the shareholder has to establish that
the wrongdoers were fraudulent (in the wider equitable sense so as to
include a breach of fiduciary duty) and that the wrongdoers were in control
of the company29 . Where, however, the wrongdoing is ratifiable by a majority
of the shareholders in general meeting, it cannot be the subject of a
derivative action. Whilst mere or even gross negligence or incompetence
on the part of the controlling directors is insufficient to rouse the exception ,
a shareholder was allowed to bring a derivative action where the directors
or persons connected with them had benefitted from their negligence'.
That the "fraud-on-the-minority" exception has generated such prolific
academic writings must surely be testament to the confusion the exception
has unleashed, particularly in England and, up until the reforms from the
mid-1970's, Canada. The situation in England relating to the procedural
havoc wreaked by the Rule has led one prominent academic32 to lament:
The absence of any specific procedural rules (notwithstanding the
recognition, at least for the past 16 years that derivative actions are
a discrete class of action) is scandalous. One gets the impression that
the Bench as a whole likes the Foss v Harbottle rule so much and
derivative actions so little that it is reluctant to recognise any
exceptions to the rule when the plaintiff seeks derivative relief...
Whilst the Australians and New Zealanders seemed to have exhibited a
general willingness to avoid the "procedural obstacles.. .bequeathed ... under
the rubric of Foss v Harbottle""3 , it is almost impossible to say whether
such innovative legal bypass surgery will be conducted in the courts of
Singapore. In the first place, Foss v Harbottle type cases are very rare.
Since 19503, the number of reported cases 35 in which Foss v Harbottle was
27 Sealy, supra n 24 at p 53.
28 Sealy, supra n 23 at p 10.
29 Edwards v Halliwell, supra n 9.
30 Pavlides v Jensen [1956] Ch 565.
31 Daniels v Daniels [1978] 2 All ER 89.
32 Gower, at p 660.
33 Sealy, supra n 24.
34 Up until 1991, when the Malayan Law Journal stopped reporting Singapore cases, which
are now reported in the Singapore Law Reports.
35 Based on the cases reported in the Malayan Law Journal.
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cited can be counted on the fingers of one hand36 . In the second, there is
this general tendency of local judges to follow English decisions37 without
much departure. Hence, it may be safe to say that any Foss v Harbottle
case that reaches the courts would probably be decided just as it would be
in England. But given that most upset minority shareholders prefer the
section 216 route, it may be that the difficulties inherent in the exception
are the most painfully felt by unsuspecting law students.
Shareholder Litigation Under Section 216
Section 216 of the Singapore Companies Act first came into being in 1967
and was modelled on section 218 of Gower's Ghana Companies Code 19610'.
Whilst similarities exist between the UK sections 459-461 and the Australian
section 260, the Singapore provision seems capable of being broader in
scope and application. It covers "oppression", "disregard of interests",
"unfair discrimination" and "prejudice". In Kwok Kok Kim v Cheong Lee
Leong Seng (Pte) Ltd39 , the Singapore Court of Appeal emphasised the
breadth of the remedy under section 216 in the following terms:
. this Section provides, among other things, a right of a shareholder
of a company to apply to court for relief in circumstances where his
rights have been unfairly prejudiced by any oppressive or
discriminatory acts or conduct of the directors, and it gives the court
wide powers to make such order as it thinks fit "with a view to
remedying the matters complained of'. In particular, no less than six
reliefs are specified in section 216(2), which the court is empowered
to grant...; but having regard to the wide powers expressly provided
therein, these are by no means exhaustive. All these reliefs rank
equally. Section 216 confers on the court an unfettered discretion,
and it would not be right to lay down any general rule which might
operate to limit or restrict the exercise of such discretion.4"
The following are some situations in which a shareholder has sought to
invoke his rights under section 216:
* where the acts and decisions of the majority shareholders/directors
demonstrate a course of conduct which is in disregard of the
interests of the rest of or some or even one of the members4 ;
36 Dato Aw Kow v Haw Par Bros (Pte) Ltd & Anor [1972] 2 MLJ 225 which was not even
a minority shareholder action, and Heng Mai Pheow v Tan Ting Koon & Ors [1990] 3
MLJ 358 which concerned the locus standi of a 50% shareholder to bring a derivative
action on behalf of a company which was under judicial management.
37 Although the position may well change from now on given the concerted effort recently
to cut English legal apron strings.
38 Pillai, Sourcebook of Singapore and Malaysian Company Law (1986) at p 1036.
39 [1991] 2 MLJ 129 (Singapore Court of Appeal).
40 ibid, at p 131.
4J Tang Choon Keng Realty (Pte) Ltd v Tang Wee Cheng [1992] 2 SLR 1114, (High Court, Singapore).
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* where the majority shareholders/directors engaged in a course of
conduct for the advancement of their own interests42;
* where the directors were exercising their discretion in abuse of
their powers to entrench themselves as directors 43.
Section 216 does therefore in theory give to the minority shareholder a fair
amount of ammunition with which to protect his interests44. No doubt a
shareholder would find it easier to proceed under section 216 than under
the exceptions to the Rule in Foss v Harbottle.
As for championing the causes of the company by means of a derivative
action, the shareholder in Singapore was in 1984 given the additional
possibility of having an order granted under section 216(2)(c) for the
authorization that civil proceedings be brought in the name of or on behalf
of the company by such person(s) as the court deems fit.
However, notwithstanding the existence of this avenue for the possible
bringing of a derivative action the legislature deemed it necessary, for the
purpose of providing "more effective remedies to minority shareholders ' 6 ,
to incorporate the Canadian-style statutory derivative action provisions
into the Companies Act.
THE STATUTORY DERIVATIVE ACTION UNDER NEW
SECTIONS 216A AND 216B
Section 216A allows a complainant to apply to the court for leave to bring
an action in the name of and on behalf of the company or to intervene in
an action to which the company is a party. The section sets out the
preconditions to the court granting leave for the bringing of such an action,
namely notice, good faith and interest of the company. The category of
persons who may apply for leave expressly includes any member of a
company and the Minister of Finance in respect of companies under
investigation but leaves it to the court to decide on "any other person
who.. .is a proper person to make an application" under the section.
Section 216B provides that the fact that the alleged breach of a right or a
duty owed to the company may be approved by the members is not by
itself sufficient for a stay or dismissal of the action but that such approval
may be taken into account by the court in making an order under section
216A. Hence whilst the provision seems to be conceding that there is some
parity between majority shareholder interest and corporate interest such
that majority approval may at times be determinative of the issues before
42 In re Gee Hoe Chan Trading Co Pte Ltd [1991] 3 MLJ 137, (High Court, Singapore).
43 Re S Q Wong Holdings Pte Ltd [1987] 2 MLJ 298, (High Court, Singapore).
44 W Woon, "Protecting the Minority Shareholder" (1992) 4 S.Ac.LJ. 123 at 131.
45 By means of an amendment wrought by the Companies (Amendment) Act 1984 (no 15/84).
46 Explanatory Statement to the Companies Amendment Bill No 33 of 1992.
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the court, this is not always the case. The company's cause of action cannot
be extinguished by any formal acts of the majority shareholders as a cohesive
body. There is some judicial authority in Canada that only approval by a
disinterested shareholder majority, uninfluenced and unaffected by the
interested directors, will be taken into account by the court .
Section 216B also provides that any action commenced or intervened
pursuant to leave obtained under section 216A may not be discontinued
without the approval of the court. This provision has its roots in American
civil procedure 4 and the reason for its existence is to prevent the occurrence
of strike suits, brought for the sole purpose and in the hope of reaching
some collusive settlement for the benefit of the complainant and the
defendants, usually at the expense of the company.
The combined effect of Section 216A and 21613 is therefore, by laying
down a procedure to be observed for the bringing of derivative actions, the
effective removal of the common law problems of standing associated with
the rule in Foss v Harbottle and of the defence of actual or potential
shareholder ratification. The preliminary "ball" of decision is by this sweep
of the legislative pen thrown into the judges' court.
The Avowed4 9 Justification for a Statutory Derivative Action
The primary purpose of including section 216A into Singapore's Companies
Act was, according to the Select Committee, to provide the minority with
greater remedies thereby strengthening the rights of the minority
shareholder. Whilst the utilisation of the statutory derivative action would
undoubtedly have this apparent effect, seeing that the provision gives any
(whether minority of not) shareholder the right to apply to court for leave
to commence an action, it should not be forgotten that derivative actions
are really not about individual shareholder rights. The focus of any
derivative action, whether common law or statute-based, is the welfare or
interests of the company as a whole. The derivative action, by definition,
is an action brought on behalf of the company and concerns the enforcement
of the company's rights (whether against third parties or against corporate
insiders) and of duties owed by directors and officers to the company.
Although it is true that the derivative action provides a means by which
the shareholders may assert their interest against self-dealing and inefficient
management, the interest expressed is that of all the shareholders as a
41 Per Cashman LSC in Re Northwest Forest Products Ltd [1975] 4 WWR 724 at 733.
48 S 23.1 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure which provides "...the [derivative] action shall
not be dismissed or compromised without the approval of the court, and notice of the
proposed dismissal or compromise shall be given to shareholders or members in such
manner as the court directs".
40 KY Low, "Minority Shareholder Protection: Major Changes under Singapore Law" (1994)
3 AsiaBLR 90.
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whole, which is, according to some commentators, the company. To be
fair, the statutory derivative action does give to the individual minority
shareholder greater leverage in making the decision-making organs more
accountable to all the shareholders, not just the majority. This is true
particularly in smaller companies where majority shareholders form the
majority of the Board and are therefore in the position to restrain the
bringing of suit to enforce breaches of duties. To this extent, the minority
shareholder's rights are better protected.
A look at the comments generated in other jurisdictions with similar
provisions would demonstrate the wider role the statutory derivative action
is expected to play in society. The birthplace of the statutory derivative
action is probably the United States. Corporate litigants in the United
States were not hassled by the rule in Foss v Harbottle. Since at least 1882,
United States law has permitted shareholders to sue derivatively on behalf
of their corporations under appropriate conditions "5 . The derivative action
was characterised by the Supreme Court of the United States as historically
"the chief regulator of corporate management"51 and was, in the United
States, considered essential if "management's obligations to its shareholders
are to constitute more than a precatory body of law"I2 . The private derivative
action was seen as a means of complementing and enhancing the existing
regulatory capability of social and market forces and the public
administration. In addition, the derivative action serves as a deterrent
measure and reduces average agency costs53 because shareholder
5,4
coordination is not necessary
In other common law jurisdictions, the statutory derivative action was
considered necessary in order to bury the difficulties of the rule in Foss v
Harbottle. In Canada, for instance, the Dickerson Committee5 described
the derivative action as follows:
In effect, this provision abrogates the notorious rule in Foss v Harbottle
and substitutes for that rule a new regime to govern the conduct of
derivative actions. In the preface to the second edition of his text,
Modern Company Law, Professor Gower states that "...an attempt
has been made to elucidate the mysteries of the rule in Foss v
Harbottle, I believe that I now understand this rule, but have little
4M Hawes v Oakland 104 US 450 (1882) which case has the dubious honour of being referred
to as the US counterpart to Foss v Harbottle; American Law Institute Principles of
Corporate Governance: Analysis and Recommendations Tentative Draft No 6 (Oct 1986)
p 3.
51 Cohen v Beneficial Industrial Loan Corp., 337 U.S. 541, 548 (1949).
52 See ALI Tentative Draft No 6 at p 3.
53 ie the cost that shareholders must incur to hold their management accountable.
54 supra n 52, pp 11 ff.
55 The recommendations of the Dickerson Committee led to the reform of the Canadian
Business Corporations Act in 1975.
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confidence that readers share this belief." We have been so persuaded
by Professor Gower's elucidation of these "mysteries" that we have
relegated the rule to legal limbo without compunction, convinced
that the alternative system recommended is preferable to the
uncertainties - and obvious injustices - engendered by that infamous
doctrine."
The Dickerson Committee also felt that the best means of enforcing a
corporation law is to confer reasonable power on the allegedly aggrieved
party to initiate legal action to resolve this problem sT.
Canadian commentators however, see the main intent and purpose of the
statutory derivative action as being to aid managerial accountability 8 and
hence as a tool for corporate governance.
In New Zealand, where major reforms of their company law was carried
out recently, the statutory derivative action is seen as a means for the more
effective enforcement of the obligations under the constitution of the
company and under their Act 9. In Australia, the recommendation for the
adoption of the action stemmed from the recognition that due to the
restrictive nature of the rule in Foss v Harbottle, existing law does not
provide adequate means for the enforcement of the duties of directors and
officers where the company improperly refuses or fails to take action"° .
However desirable the derivative action may seem as a means of corporate
governance, legislation cannot confer an unfettered right on shareholders
or other deemed proper persons to commence actions in the name of the
company under the guise of enforcing the company's rights. The recognised
dangers of such an approach are succinctly summarised by the American
Law Institute as follows:
1) the threat of liability for violations of the duty of care may reduce
managerial incentives to take business risks with resulting loss to
shareholders and to the economy generally; and
2) incentives exist for a private enforcer to bring a non-meritorious
suit for its nuisance or settlement value61 .
Accordingly, some procedural limits are necessry to balance the need for
the enforcement of managerial accountability against abuse of the system.
All the above jurisdictions have opted for a mechanism for the early
56 Proposals for a New Business Corporations Law for Canada (1971) vol 1 para 482.
57 Ibid., para 476.
58 see eg M Maloney, "Whither the Statutory Derivative Action?" (1986) 64 CBR 309; S
Beck, "The Shareholders' Derivative Action" (1974) 52 CBR 159.
59 Law Commission's Report No 9: Company Law: Reform and Restatement, para 86.
60 Companies and Securities Law Review Committee (Discussion Paper No 11, 1990) para
9.
6: See ALI Tentative Draft No 6 at pp 4-5.
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screening of derivative actions, sifting out those which are without merit
from passing through the court system. Singapore's section 216A also adopts
a similar screening procedure based heavily on the Canadian system.
THE ELEMENTS OF SECTION 216A : AN ANALYSIS
A. APPLICATION-UNLISTED COMPANIES ONLY
In contrast to the Canadian provisions and those of other jurisdictions, the
Singapore statutory derivative action under section 216A is only available
to companies that are not listed on the Singapore Stock Exchange62 . Such
a position can be justified to a certain extent by reference to the checks
imposed by market forces. There are however limits on the effectiveness
of market forces, particulary in relation to day-to-day accountability 3 and
one-time breaches of duty6 4 which has led to a recognition that increased
shareholder intervention in publicly held corporations is necessary for
improved corporate governance 6 5.
The Select Committee in Singapore gave their reason for excluding the
listed company from the applicability of section 216A in the following
terms:
The Committee was of the view that the proceedings and performance
of public listed companies are already monitored by various regulatory
authorities and disgruntled shareholders of such companies have an
avenue in that they can sell their shares in the open market .6
As observed by one Singaporean commentator, this move to exclude listed
companies is a controversial one67. Indeed, one New Zealand commentator
observed that in contrast to the oppression remedy which seemed to be
designed for the private company, the statutory derivative action should
provide "the major legal control over shareholders' litigation in the public
company"6 8 (author's emphasis). Whilst public companies in Singapore need
not necessarily be listed on the Singapore Stock Exchange, such unlisted
public companies are the exception rather than the rule. Accordingly, by
excluding listed companies, legislature is effectively denying the shareholders
of most public companies in Singapore the option of applying under section
216A derivatively.
62 Although it is recognised by the Select Committee members that if the company was
listed on stock exchanges other than the Singapore Stock Exchange, it may apply for
leave to bring a statutory derivative action under section 216A.
63 See Bishop, supra n 2 at p 5.
64 I Ramsay, "Corporate Governance, Shareholder Litigation and the Prospects for a
Statutory Derivative Action" (1992) 15 UNSWLJ 149 at p 155.
65 Bishop, supra n 2 at p 5; see also Ramsay, ibid, generally.
66 Report if the Select Committee on the Companies (Amendment) Bill, para 45.
67 see Low, supra n 49 at p 91.
68 G. Shapira, "Minority Buy-outs and Derivative Actions in New Zealand" paper presented
at the 1994 National Corporate Law Teachers Conference, UTS Sydney.
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There are several arguments that can be advanced to refute each of the
reasons given by the Select Committee.
Admittedly, the work of governmental regulatory agencies in deterring
mismanagement does reduce the need for shareholder litigation, but to
rely almost6 9 exclusively on public agencies enforcement is not the perfect 7
answer either. First, public agencies are funded by public funds. Some
would question why public funds should be deployed for the apparent
good of what is essentially a private entity. An easy answer to this can be
advanced in terms of a broader policy of promoting and encouraging fair
and honest management generally. The effects of such a policy cuts across
society and benefits all investors ultimately. Perhaps a stronger argument
against the reason advanced by the Select Committee is that public agencies
are necessarily bound by budgetary constraints and would not therefore
have the monetary means to pursue every breach of duty ' . In addition, the
priorities of the public agencies may shift with the political wind and may
be too uncertain to be of real deterrence 2 . There is also the risk that over-
policing by public institutions produces undesirable intrusions into the
workings of what is essentially a private entity73 .
It is undoubtedly true that the public shareholder, unlike the private
shareholder, has the quick exit route of selling his shares on the market
should he be dissatisfied with the goings-on in the company. The argument
could be that the average public shareholder is usually our unsuspecting
man-in-the- street, the capitalist investor unlikely to ever be in the position
to sniff out managerial misconduct. Indeed, where he is concerned, he may
prefer to sell out when he finds worms in the woodwork. However, the
stock market is not necessarily always a satisfactory means of escape as the
shareholder may have to settle for a lower price for his shares. To close the
public shareholder to the availability of a statutory derivative action is to
deny him his options. Not every shareholder would like to sell out. Further,
with the rise of the institutional investor, the public shareholder now has
his watchdog. These entities have the financial and information resources
with which to call directors of public companies to account. To deny them
equivalent standing with unlisted companies does not seem to accord with
policy, particularly if the wider justification for the derivative action is
borne in mind. To sell out does nothing to enhance managerial
accountability and may even have the perverse effect of giving to the
wrongdoers some sense of immunity.
69 There is still the section 216(2)(c) (oppression remedy with ajudicial order for a derivative
action) avenue open to the public shareholder.
70 Although arguably, there are no perfect answer to any legal question.
71 Ramsay, supra n 64 at p 152.
72 The American Law Institute Principles of Corporate Governance andStructure: Restatement
and Recommendations Tentative Draft No 1 (May 1982) at p 219 ff.
73 Ibid., at P 220.
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It has been said74 that perhaps not all is lost as there still remains that
avenue under section 216(2)(c) which is available to both the private as
well as the public shareholder. It is submitted that this cannot and should
not be the position under the post-amendment Companies Act. In the first
place, whether derivative actions can be commenced via section 216 after
the 1993 amendments is questionable. In the second, to adopt such a position
would be attributing inconsistency to the legislature who has said, on the
one hand that public companies have no need for derivative actions and
yet on the other hand, is through this interpretation seemingly showing the
public shareholder an easier route to bringing a derivative action by
circumventing the procedural requirements of section 216A. This cannot
have been the intention and it would seem therefore that the public
shareholder is left very much in the clutches of Foss v Harbottle. That this
is undesirable is evidenced by the academic deliberations that have spanned
over 150 years and across jurisdictions. Although the Singapore legal system
is slowly letting go of English legal apron strings so that there is hope yet
for innovative interpretations of the exceptions to the Rule, the years of
a legal education based on English law do not augur well for the public
shareholder seeking to bring a derivative action Singapore.
B. PREREQUISITES TO LEAVE
1. Status Requirements7 '
For a person to have locus standi to bring a derivative action, he has to fall
within the stipulated or acceptable class of persons and act in good faith.
a. Proper Person
The Singapore provision expressly allows members and, in respect of a
company under investigation, the Minister to apply for leave and leaves it
to the court to decide who else may be a proper person to bring the action.
In contrast, the Canadian and New Zealand provisions encompass a wider
class of potential applicants, although in the latter case only marginally so.
The Canadian Business Corporations Act and most of the provincial cognate
statutes includes in their pool of potential applicants, past and present
shareholders, past and present directors or officers and security holders (ie
bond holders, debenture holders and the like). In New Zealand, the
provisions cover only members and directors. The Australians' proposal
for a statutory derivative action includes not only all of the above but also
creditors and option holders74 .
74 Low, supra n 49 at p 92.
75 See Maloney, supra n 58 at p 317.
76 Although the majority recommendation in the Report of the House of Representatives
Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Corporate Practices and the
Rights of Shareholders (1991) (the Lavarch Committee Report) was for the exclusion of
these categories (see para 6.3.16).
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It was suggested 77 to the Select Committee that the term "complainant" in
section 216A should specifically include a debenture holder 8 and a director.
The Committee however felt that first, this is unnecessary because of the
discretion vested in the court to decide who else may be a proper person,
and second, since the new section was meant to protect shareholders, it
was inconsistent that the section be extended to directors or debenture
holders who were not shareholders 9 .
It is submitted that the Committee was being unduly restrained. There is
merit in the case for stating up front who has the preliminary right to apply
under section 216A. This removes the need for the applicant to convince
the court that he is a "proper person" which may in itself be problematic
as there is no stipulated criteria for the exclusion or inclusion of applicants.
A well-intentioned and deserving litigant could be thwarted because of
judicial reluctance to widen the pool of potential applicants. The inclusion
of present directors in the Canadian, New Zealand provisions and the
Australian proposals have not met with controversy. Although the derivative
action is usually referred to as the shareholder's derivative action, the
shareholder may not always be the best person, in terms of commercial
knowledge and being possessed of the relevant information, to bring an
action on behalf of the company. In contrast, the director, being conferred
the right to take part in management of the company and therefore in the
thick of things, may actually be better placed to determine when litigation
is appropriate. It is not impossible to envisage a situation in which a minority
of the Board of Directors, opposed to the wrongdoing, nevertheless finds its
hands tied. Perhaps, the Select Committee would not have felt so constrained
had they taken a wider view of the purpose of the statutory derivative action.
The case for the inclusion of debenture holders0 is less strong. Arguably,
they, as much as shareholders, are investors and would therefore certainly
have a vested interest in the continued well-being of the company. Seen in
this light and in view of the wider rationale for the statutory derivative
action, a case can be made for their inclusion. In support of their intention
to exclude the reference to debenture holders, the Select Committee
referred to the British Columbian case of Re Daon Development
Corporation" in which a debenture holder was thought not to be a proper
person as his remedies, if any, should arise from his debenture document.
It is interesting that this decision has been criticised in Canada as being
unnecessarily restrictive 2 and even wrong
77 Submission to the Select Committee by Dr Low Kee Yang on the Companies Amendment
Bill dated 12 Oct 1992.
78 Which s 216 does.
79 See Select Committee Report, Minutes of Evidence dated 23 Nov 1992, p BI at B5 ff.
80 ie a holder of securities of a corporation whether constituting a charge on the assets if
the corporation or not: s 4(1) Singapore Companies Act.
81 54 BCLR 235.
82 Maloney, supra n 58 at p 318.
83 Welling, Corporate Law in Canada (1991), p 523.
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On the other hand, cogent arguments can be advanced in favour of excluding
debenture holders from the express class of persons. Debenture holders
are already able to take proceedings under the oppression remedy, which
may be the better avenue if the concern is the unconscionable disregard of
their interests8 4. Indeed, one view is that to grant standing to debenture
holders to bring a derivative action, bearing in mind that this has to do
with wrongs done to the company, would be to provide them with the
means to interfere with management8 . It is submitted that it would be
better, in this instance, to rely upon the judiciary to exercise its discretion,
in the appropriate case, to allow standing under the catch-all provision in
section 216(A)(1)(c).
The Singapore provision, like the New Zealand provision, applies only to
current members. This has been described as being "regrettable" '6 in New
Zealand. On a closer examination of the various possibilities, however, the
position in Singapore seems less lamentable. An ex-member of a public
unlisted company may not be overly concerned that the provision does not
specifically confer standing on him. If he had sold out before the discovery
of the wrongdoing, it is unlikely that he would have the information or the
inclination to bring a derivative suit. If he decides to sell out after discovering
the wrongdoing, he is probably exercising his option not to be involved.
The position is not that different for the private shareholder except that
because it is more difficult for the private shareholder to sell his shares, it
seems more likely that the private shareholder would complain while he is
still a shareholder. The ex-private shareholder interested in bringing a
derivative action would probably be a rare creature indeed. Therefore,
there seems to be ample enough room for the ex-member to apply under
the "proper person" limb of section 216A, which cannot be said of an ex-
member in New Zealand where there is no provision for a residual class
of "proper persons" under the New Zealand Act.
Perhaps what is more regrettable about the Singapore section is the failure
to expressly confer standing on members of affiliated companies to bring
a derivative action on behalf of the company. This is the case under the
817Canadian statutes which generally define "complainant" as including a
shareholder of the "corporation or any of its affiliates". The Australians
propose to do the same. A slightly different formula is applied in New
Zealand - it is provided in section 165(1)(a) that leave may be granted to,
inter alia, a shareholder to bring derivative proceedings in the name and
on behalf of the company or any related company. In the United States
84 Institute of Law Research and Reform, University of Alberta, Proposals of a New Business
Corporations Law for Alberta, Draft Report No. 2 (Jan 1980) p 147.
85 ibid.
86 Shapira, supra n 68.
87 eg s 238 Canadian Business Corporations Act, s 231 Alberta Business Corporations Act
and s 244(b) Ontario Business Corporations Act. See also Welling at p 521.
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too there is some judicial recognition that a shareholder may assert a cause
of action not only on behalf of the company in which he directly holds
shares, but also on behalf of a subsidiary of the company. These actions
are commonly known as double derivative suits or even triple derivative
suits where the parent company's control of the subject subsidiary is through
an intermediary subsidiary 8 .
Such an extension of the application of the derivative action is a recognition
of the proliferation of corporate conglomerates"9 . The traditional principle
of company law that the affairs of every company must be conducted in
the interests of that company alone can no longer be asserted righteously
as the interests of the group take commercial precedence 9 . This is
particularly so where there is, as is so often the case, common control,
common directors and commingling of assets. It has already been observed9'
that directors of subsidiaries within a group tend to owe their primary
loyalty, prompted perhaps by considerations of career advancement
vertically within the group, to the group and would be unwilling to disclose
any "wrongdoing" 92 which has come to pass in the interests of the group.
It is clearly foreseeable that, through the techniques of group control and
of integrated financing , the interests of the shareholders of a subsidiary
within the group may be adversely affected by the conduct of the controlling
company within the group. It is equally foreseeable that the interests of the
shareholders of the parent company could be damaged by the conduct of
the affairs of the subsidiary as any harm to the subsidiary affects the parent's
investment which harm must ultimately land on the shareholders of the
parent company. A shareholder in any group company so affected should
not be denied the option of bringing a derivative action94 by the imposition
of another legal personality 95.
There is a further deterrence rationale for the allowance of such multiple
derivative suits and this was succinctly expressed by one American
commentator:
88 DW Locascio, "The Dilemma of the Double Derivative Suit" (1989) 83 Northwestern
University Law Review 729 at 730; American Law Institute, Principles of Corporate
Governance: Analysis and Recommendations, Proposed Final Draft (Mar 1992) at p 633,
89 J Kluver, "Derivative Actions and the Rule in Foss v Harbottle: Do We Need a Statutory
Remedy" [1993] CSLJ 7 at p 20.
90 T Hadden, "The Regulation of Corporate Groups in Australia" (1992) 15 UNSWLJ 61
at 65.
9i ibid., at p 73.
92 In quotation marks because it may be possible that in certain circumstances, to act in the
interests of the group may be for the benefit of the individual company in the longer
term, especially since creditors tend to consider the liquidity of the group as a whole
rather than with the individual constituent companies.
93 Hadden, supra n 90 at 64 ff.
94 Note that under s 216, it is unlikely that wrongful acts in a group company can found an
action by a shareholder in another group company as the section refers to oppression
arising from the conduct of the company.
95 Institute of Law Research and Reform, Alberta, Proposals for a New Business
Corporations Law for Alberta, Draft Report No. 2 (Jan 1980) at p 145.
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The presence of an extra corporate layer reduces the likelihood that
someone will even detect the wrongdoing, much less bring suit to
correct it... Only potential recovery through a double derivative suit
will provide the parent's shareholders with sufficient incentive to
monitor the subsidiary's activities and the subsidiary's directors with
sufficient fear of discovery that they will refrain from wrongdoing.
The power conferred on the court to decide who else is a "proper person"
has been described as a broad power to do justice and equity in the
circumstances of a particular case where a person who otherwise would
not be a complainant ought to be permitted to bring an action. In the
Canadian case of First Edmonton Place Ltd v 315888 Alberta Ltd9T ,
McDonald J held that the court must consider whether a perosn who is not
within the definition would nevertheless be a person who could reasonably
be entrusted with a responsibility of advancing the interests of the
98corporation
b. Bona Fides
The Dickerson Committee found that it was necessary to include a
requirement of good faith in order to preclude personal vendettas9 . This
requirement of good faith has, however, been criticised by Canadian
commentators. It has been said by one that "it is difficult to jusitfy the
need for the good faith requirement in any case"' . Another was more
expressive in saying that he has "no idea what this [ie "in good faith"]
means" (and in the footnotes, the commentator expresses the view that the
phrase is meaningless)0 1 .
These opinions are not held without grounds. If the requirement of good
faith is to prevent vexatious or malicious litigation intended to harass
management, this concern is arguably more than met by the other
restrictions contained in the statutory derivative action provision, in
particular, the requirement that the complainant show that the action is in
the interests of the company and the requirement for leave of court before
the settlement or discontinuation of any application or action under section
216A'0 2. It has been observed both in Canada 0 3 and in Singapore"' that
this requirement of bona fides seems superfluous given the interests of
company requirement. Although foreseeable that a bona fide and amiable
96 See Locascio, supra n 88 at p 757.
97 (1988) 40 BLR 28.
98 Ibid., at p 63,
99 Dickerson Report, para 482.
1W Maloney, supra n 58 at p 320.
101 Welling, at p 528.
102 See Maloney, supra n 58 at 321.
103 Buckley and Connelly, Corporations: Principles and Policies (1988), at p 615.
104 Low, supra n 49 at p 92.
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lunatic 05 may wish to commence an action that is not in the interests of the
company, it is less likely for the converse to be true0 6 . One view is that the
requirements support each other. If the action is determined to be in the
interests of the company, then it will buttress the applicant's contention
that he is acting in good faith"'7 . But this view merely underscores the
overlap between the requirements. It is interesting to note that the New
Zealand provision 0 8 has no requirement that the bona fides of the applicant
be established before leave can be granted, the only prerequisite being the
satisfaction of the court that, either the company does not intend to conduct
the proceedings, or that it is in the interests of the company that the
conduct of the proceedings should not be left to the directors or to the
determination of the shareholders as a whole 9.
The judicial handling of the requirement may have contributed to the
academic dissatisfaction with it in Canada. The approach of the Canadian
courts has been summarised as follows:
No attempt is made to define good faith; instead, each set of facts is
analyzed and if there is bad faith, then the requirement of good faith
has not been met"0
Perhaps the requirement of bona fides should simply be expressed as being
merely another way of saying that the right to bring a derivative action
must have been exercised for the purpose for which it was conferred,
which is to act on behalf of the company and in its interests where its
authorised organs have otherwise improperly failed to do so"'. The existence
of individual subjective motives, whether pure or not, should not be allowed
to interfere if this proper purpose exists112, for after all, every shareholder
must surely be expected to be motivated to act in his own interests as well.
The other preconditions of the section can then be relied upon together
with judicial discretion to weed out unfounded (because the action sought
to be brought is not in the interests of the company) applications. This may
arguably be what the Australian proposal seeks to achieve by providing
105 Sealy, " 'Bona Fides' and 'Proper Purposes' in Corporate Decisions", infra n 114 at p 269.
106 Buckley and Connelly at p 615.
107 M Baxter, "The Derivative Action under the Ontario Corporation Act: A Review of
Section 97" 27 McGill Law Journal 452 at p 468.
108 s 165 Companies Act 1993.
1() Procedurally, notice of the application must be served on the company or related company
who may appear and be heard and must inform the court whether or not it intends to
conduct the proceedings: s 165(4) New Zealand Companies Act 1993.
110 Peterson, Shareholder Remedies in Canada (1989), at para 17.39; see also Maloney, supra
n 58 at p 319; in First Edmonton, the judge did not discuss the requirement in any detail
except to say that it merely requires the court to ensure that the action is not frivolous
or vexatious.
I"i To borrow a line of thought from Ford in relation to the bona fides-proper purpose
requirement.
112 cf Baxter, supra n 107 at p 468, although the author recognised that the law should not
require the applicant to be an altruist.
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that the applicant should be acting in good faith "with a view to the best
interests of the company".
2. Substantive Requirement1 3 - In the Interests of the Company
That this requirement is necessary is obvious if the conceptual basis for the
derivative action (ie that the action is really an action brought on behalf
of the company) is to be preserved. The problem lies in the interpretation
of the phrase: who is "the company" whose interests are to be considered
and by reference to whose viewpoint is the court to determine whether to
allow the action to proceed?
After the pivotal case of Salomon v Salomon & Co. Ltd, we know that
theoretically the company is a separate legal entity from the shareholders
and from management. Any reference to the company ought therefore be
a reference to it as a commercial entity and any reference to its interests
would then be a reference to the long-term profitability and well-being of
that commercial entity 4. However, the company is in reality more than
just a commercial entity with only profitability as its goal. The company is
also an aggregate of the shareholders, creditors and even employees, without
whom there would be no company as such. A corporate decision which
may be justifiable by reference to the profitability of the commercial entity
may nevertheless be objectionable if the yardstick used is the collective
interests of the shareholders as a whole, of the shareholders and employees
as a whole or even of all relevant interests, including that of creditors, as
a whole.
Particular interpretative problems arise in connection with groups of
companies. Can any weight be given to the interests of the group, or should
the interests of only the relevant company be considered? Given that today,
the group rather than its individual constituent companies is the significant
entity for managerial and investment purposes" , some balance of interests
must be struck. Joint ventures between companies too would pose
interpretative problems as some directorial decision in the interests of the
venture may not necessarily be in the interests of the individual corporate-
partner. Obviously, to cast any one interpretation in concrete would certainly
be undesirable and, to borrow a phrase from a well-known academic 6,
every attempt to generalise is fraught with danger.
It remains to be said that if the derivative action is properly seen as one
of the devices with which the shareholders (and even others) can supervise
managerial accountability, to have a narrow focus in relation to the interests
113 Maloney, supra n 58 at 325.
114 L Sealy," 'Bona Fides' and 'Proper Purposes' in Corporate Decisions" (1989) 15 Monash
University Law Review 265 at 272.
115 Hadden, supra n 90 at p 62.
116 Sealy, supra n 114 at 271.
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of the company would be to confine the potential of the action as a policy
weapon. Perhaps it would be preferable to view the criterion from a different
angle: any wrongdoing by the directors or any breach of duty cannot be in
the interests of the company, whatever view one takes of that phrase, and
where the company itself refuses to take the appropriate action, prima
facie, something is amiss. In these circumstances, leave should almost always
be granted, subject perhaps to a de minimis rule. Such an approach would
bypass the need to decide who constitutes the company and prevent much
legal dissection.
The Select Committee did not discuss the factors by which the court is to
determine whether the derivative action is in the interests of the company.
Beyond the reference in section 216B to the possible consideration by the
court of any ratification by the general meeting, there is nothing said about
the extent to which the court may rely on factors such as the deliberations
and conclusions of the independent part of the board of directors or of an
independent expert. The ultimate decision of what is in the interests of the
company is left to the court. This is the position taken in Canada and New
Zealand and the Australian proposals are inclined this way as well. It has
however been argued that judges are not businessmen and are therefore
not the best persons to determine the question 17 , after all, the decision to
resort to litigation to enforce the company's legal rights can be regarded
as an investment decision for the company " ".
Nevertheless, academic support can be found for leaving the ultimate decision
to the court. In one evaluation'" done of the competence of the various
bodies (ie the complainant shareholder, the general meeting, special litigation
committees and the court), the author concluded, after analysing the merits
and demerits of each body, that the courts should be given the task of deciding
the question. The courts have considerable expertise and knowledge in
determining the potential success and merits of the litigation which is what
the statutory derivative provision is essentially about 120 , and are not affected
by self interest considerations or managerial?' t or structural 122 bias. A similar
conclusion was reached in a Canadian study on the basis that the decision
whether to allow the action to proceed is not a managerial decision but a
legal decision as it should depend on the severity of the wrongdoing and the
possibility of success in bringing suit in respect of it1
23
.
117 Ramsay, supra n 64 at p 173.
1:8 PL Davies, "Directors' Fiduciary Duties" in CommercialAspects of Trusts and Fiduciary
Obligations (E McKendrick ed), at p 90.
:19 Ramsay, supra n 64.
:20 Ibid.
:21 Kluver, supra n 89 at p 21.
122 Where directors feel a sense of loyalty and empathy towards their allegedly wrongdoing
fellow directors see DA DeMott, "Shareholder Litigation in Australia and the United
States: Common Problems, Uncommon Solutions" (1987) 11 Sydney Law Review 259 at
277; Maloney, supra n 58 at p 338 and Ramsay, supra n 64 at p 171.
123 See Maloney, supra n 58 at p 339.
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Even so, given the resourcefulness of directors and their legal advisers, the
fact that the final decision lies with the court would not prevent them from
resorting to putting before the court the findings of an independent
committee of directors (commonly referred to as a "special litigation
committee") to reject the action. The American boards have been using
this as a defensive tactic124 for some time and since the legitimisation of
their use in the late 1970's, the American courts have viewed the
recommendations of these committees in no consistent manner. There have
been cases which gave little or no weight to a recommendation of the
committee, cases that accorded business judgment deference to such
recommendations as long as the committee was independent and the proper
procedures followed (the so-called Auerbach12 5 approach), cases that
subjected the recommendations to a two-stepped standard of review in
which the court examined not only the procedure but also applied its own
independent business judgment (the Maldonado126 approach) and cases
that required some measure of substantive judicial review before the
derivative action is dismissed on the recommendation of the committee" 7 .
This inconsistency in approach has been said to be attributable to the fact
that since 1979, no positive recommendation for the continuation of the
derivative suit in its entirety has ever been made by a litigation committee1 2 8
The American Law Institute is thus prompted to recommend the
codification of a procedural mechanism vis-a-vis the use of such committees
and the standard of judicial review to be applied to the recommendations
of these committees. The end result, the Institute hopes, would be that
"the committee's determinations serve as a procedural vehicle by which an
early screening of the action's probable merit and its likely impact upon
the corporation is achieved"' 29.
In Canada, it seems that use of the litigation committee by Canadian boards
is not unlikely130 and the courts have apparently given limited support to
the idea"3 . In Singapore, the courts have to be prepared for the eventuality
that Singaporean boards will "follow the American lead" and have to
124 Welling at p 530.
125 Auerbach v Bennett 393 N.E. 2d 994 (NYCA 1979).
126 Zapata Corp v Maldonado 430 A2d 779 (Del 1981).
12T7 See generally the comments of the American Law Institute in their Principles of Corporate
Governance: Analysis and Recommendation, Proposed Final Draft (Mar 1992) at p 728.
12S DeMott, supra n 122 at p 277.
I2 Supra n 127 at p 592.
130 Welling at p 533.
131 See eg Re Bellman and Western Approaches Limited, where the court said at p 201 in
relation to the question of interests of the company that "one must first look to the
decision of the directors who, having been given reasonable notice by a complainant in
good faith, decide not to assert a corporate right of action"; Re Olympia & York Enterprises
Ltd and Hiram Walker Resources Ltd (1986) 59 OR (2d) 254 where the evidence of an
independent member of the board was heavily relied upon by the court. See also
Wellington at p 533.
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therefore consider, on principle and/or policy 13 12 , how to deal with such
reports. As legislature has obviously left the final decision to the court,
there should be no blind deference to the decision of any allegedly
independent body, whether a special litigation committee or otherwise.
The court would have to make up its own mind as to whether the
requirement under the provision has been satisfied, taking into account all
relevant factors, including the independent recommendation.
A final point to be made under this heading is the amount of evidence that
a complainant has to place before the court before discretion is exercised
in his favour. The evidential burden imposed by the Singapore provisions
on the complainant is a light one. All he has to show is that "it appears to
be primafacie in the interest of the company' ' 13 3. This suggests that all the
complainant has to show is an arguable case. If he alleges sufficient facts
which, if true, would prove a wrong done to the company 4 in respect of
which the directors are doing nothing, leave should be granted for the
action to proceed. In Canada, the earlier cases indicate a judicial willingness
to accept that the burden was light"35. The case of Re Northwest epitomises
the type of "hospitable attitude" the Canadian courts had exhibited.
Cashman LJSC recognised that because a minority shareholder is in reality
on the outside where corporate information is concerned and is thus not
in the position to obtain that standard of evidence expected in putting
forward a prima facie criminal case, all that is required is "sufficient evidence
which, on the face of it, discloses that it is, as far as can judged from the
first disclosure, in the interests of the company to pursue the action' ' .
More recent cases have apparently imposed a more stringent requirement
which has been vehemently opposed to by at least one Canadian
commentator 13 7. Bearing in mind that the section does not give any cause
of action but only provides the preliminary procedure in order to allow the
complainant to bring an action, an easier and lighter view of the evidential
requirement would be the correct approach to take.
3. Procedural Requirement - Notice
The final requirement is the giving of fourteen days' notice to the directors
of the company of the complainant's intention to apply to court under
section 216A if the directors do not bring, prosecute, defend or discontinue
132 Low, supra n 49 at p 92.
133 Compare this with the Australian proposal which requires that it appears in the best
interests of the company.
134 Welling, at p 529.
135 see eg Re Bellman and Western Approaches Ltd (1981) 130 DLR (3d) 193 at p 201 (per
Nemerts J: "what is sufficient at this stage is that an arguable case be shown to exist");
WEH Financial Corporation v Powell River Town Centre Limited (1983) 49 BCLR 145
at 153 (per MacDonald J).
136 Re Northwest, at p 735.
13i Maloney: "Personally I would strenuously resist such a move..." supra n 58 at p 328.
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the action. This is tacit recognition that the company is the proper plaintiff
in derivative actions and should be given the first option of pursuing its
rights. The Singapore notice requirement is modelled on the Ontario Act
and the Austrialian proposal has a similar fourteen days' notice requirement.
In New Zealand, the notice requirement is satisfied if notice of the
application is served on the company, which is obviously easier on the
applicant as there is no issue raised as to how much detail has to go into
the notice. The Canadian courts have generally taken an untechnical and
unrestrictive view of the notice requirement 38 . The Singapore court should
adopt a similar stance given that the complainant would usually be
disadvantaged by his inability to obtain complete information and evidence
in respect of his action. Further, it is highly unlikely that the directors do
not already know what the shareholder's grouse is.
The Singapore provision also allows for the temporary waiver of the notice
requirement where the court is satisfied that it is not expedient (where the
directors are hostile or under the domination of the wrongdoers, for
example) to give notice.
4. Is There A Final "Persuasion" Requirement?
It has been opined 39 that there is a fourth prerequisite to be met by a
complainant under the Canadian statutes and this is that the complainant
should persuade the judge to exercise discretion in the complainant's favour.
The satisfaction of the initial three prerequisites merely qualifies the
complainant to bring his application. It is submitted that the position is
different in Singapore. Once the court is satisfied that the three prerequisites
have been satisfied, it is submitted that the court must grant leave for the
complainant to proceed under the Singapore provisions.'
Section 216(3) of the Singapore Act provides that "no action may be brought
and no intervention in an action may be made under subsection (2) unless
the Court is satisfied that" the complainant has fulfilled the three
preconditions. Subsection (5) goes on to provide that "in granting leave
under this section, the court may make such orders as it thinks fit..."
(emphasis added). This latter subsection is subtly different from the
corresponding Canadian provisions. The Canadian Business Corporation
Act"" provides that "in connection with an action brought or intervened
under section 23942, the court may at any time make any order it thinks
138 See Welling at p 527 ff and Maloney, ibid at p 321 ff.
139 Welling, at p 535; see also Baxter, supra n 107 at p 471.
140 cf Low, supra n 49 at p 93 where the learned author was of the opinion that a residual
discretion still lies in the court whether or not to grant leave notwithstanding the fulfilment
of the preconditions.
141 s 240.
142 which sets out the three prerequisites.
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fit..." (emphasis added). The discretion conferred by the Canadian provision
is with regards to the entire derivative action itself, suggesting that the
judge has the discretion to refuse leave to proceed even if the three
preconditions are satisfied 143 . The Singapore provision, on the other hand,
appears to confer a discretion on the court as to the type of order it may
make when granting leave under the section. The Australian proposal
parallels the Canadian provision in that there seems to be this fourth
prerequisite that judicial discretion to grant leave still has to be successfully
invoked, notwithstanding the satisfaction of the expressed prerequisites.
That this is the position the New Zealanders adopted is clear for their Act
provides that "leave to bring proceedings under [section 165(1)] may be
granted only if' the prerequisites are met.
If however the above submission is incorrect and the Singapore courts do
have a discretion to refuse leave even if satisfied that all three prerequisites
are met, Singapore judges should, in order not to unduly curtail the utility
of the statutory derivative action, allow the complainant "his day in court".
As one Canadian writer puts it:
... a judge who rules "no" on the complainant's motion has, because
of civil procedure rules, awarded both the short term and long term
victories to the defendants, all without having heard the merits of the
case.. .If a judge rules yes, he merely decides that the plaintiff should
be allowed his day in court. This leaves open the possibilities that the
plaintiff will ultimately win or lose on the merits or, more likely, that
serious efforts will be made to compromise now that all parties have
been made aware that unsettled items will probably.. .go to litigation...
if in doubt, the judge's discretionary ruling should, at this stage, be
,,y 44yes"
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SECTION 216 AND SECTION
216A - THE OVERLAP
The opponents to the adoption of the statutory derivative action in
Singapore reasoned that the existing section 216 in the Companies Act
already gave minority shareholders an avenue in which to bring a derivative
action14" 5 . Section 216(2)(c) allows the court to authorise civil proceedings
to be brought in the name of the company. It was introduced to remove
the difficulties of the fraud-on-minority exception where the prejudice or
oppression arose out of a wrong properly classified as one done to the
company which should therefore be the subject of a derivative action. In
143 Note that the judge would have no discretion unless the three preconditions are satisfied:
see Welling, at p 535.
144 Welling, at p 540.
145 See Select Committee Report, para 41.
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such situations, the prejudice or oppression would have affected all the
shareholders and by allowing the action to proceed as a derivative action,
multiple suits would be prevented. It is therefore possible that if section
216 is given a sufficiently flexible interpretation, a new statutory derivative
action may not have been necessary.
However, there are merits in keeping personal actions distinct from
corporate actions if Salomon is still to be considered good law and having
separate rules governing the conduct of each.
The oppression remedy though wide, may not be wide enough to cover the
gamut of possible wrongs to the company. Whilst breach of duties by the
directors may amount to unfair prejudice or oppression where the
shareholder is concerned, it is not in every situation where the company is
itself damaged that oppression to the shareholder can be established.
Further, the mere existence of oppression or unfair prejudice to one or
more shareholders is no evidence of a breach of duty owed to the
company' 46. To allow all derivative actions to funnel through the oppression
remedy is to ignore the fact that the oppression remedy seems primarily
concerned with redressing wrongs done to shareholders, and in Singapore,
debenture holders as well. Section 216 talks about the interests of the
shareholders, not interests of the company, being disregarded. Conceptually,
as the oppression remedy currently stands, it may be difficult to see how
it can be meant to cover wrongs done to the company, per se. Section
216(2)(c) was probably inserted to catch those cases which also happen to
be derivative in nature. In England, an academic cautioned against the
unrestrained use of the oppression remedy to right wrongs done to the
company in the following words:
... the potential scope and flexibility of section 459 (the English
oppression remedy section) in protecting legitimate expectations of
minority shareholders must be subject to some restriction where the
essence of the minority shareholder's claim is that a wrong has been
done to the company. If the policy expressed in Foss v Harbottle and
elaborated in Prudential (ie that the process of enforcing the
company's rights should be collective in nature as it involves the
collective resources of the company) is a good one, it cannot be
allowed to be subverted simply by the plaintiff shifting.. .to a petition
under section 459.. .As Prudential stresses, the central issue is whether
the individual should have control over corporate litigation and so
the court cannot avoid taking an independent decision as to whether
there has been unfair prejudice to the petitioner as a member or
... whether the facts are such that the individual shareholder should
be allowed to initiate litigation on the company's behalf. 
14
'
146 cf Ramsay, supra n 64 at p 173.
147 Davies, supra n 118 at p 94.
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The oppression remedy also contains no procedural safeguards against
strike suits and harassment nor does it deal with the question of costs of
proceedings.
It is plausible that these shortfalls in section 216 may be corrected by
simply amending the existing section so that there is only one procedure
for all shareholder litigation 48 , after all, whether the shareholder is bringing
suit because of the infringement of a personal right or derivatively on
behalf of the company, the act(s) complained of basically involves an abuse
of power by the parties in effective control of the company. Legislature
however, probably found it simpler to insert a fresh provision just dealing
with the statutory derivative action as precedents from other jurisdictions
can be found.
Given that this route has been adopted, it only remains to ensure that the
demarcation between the application of each provision is made crystal
clear so that all actions of a derivative nature must proceed under the
derivative action section, and not under the oppression section. A wrong
to the company may result in unhappy shareholders shouting oppression.
If the court adopts a flexible view of the oppression section, a shareholder
would effectively be able to bring an essentially derivative action as a
personal one. Aggrieved shareholders are unlikely to be concerned with
the niceties of interpretation and given the choice, would probably prefer
to proceed under the oppression provision with its easier procedural
requirements and wider range of judicial remedies, if this is at all possible.
In New Zealand, one commentator149 opined that the new statutory
derivative action provisions there will be "overshadowed" by the New
Zealand unfair prejudice provisions' 50 and this view is apparently shared
by Australian commentators 5 ' vis-a-vis the CSLRC proposal given the
existing section 260 of the Corporations Law.
According to one Canadian commentator, the Canadians have had some
problems with the overlap in their oppression remedy and derivative action
which has given rise to inconsistent judicial pronouncements. Some cases
have held that the proper and only avenue for championing a derivative
cause is through the statutory derivative procedure and others have held,
through an expansive interpretation of the oppression provision, that a
derivative wrong may be redressed under the oppression provisions2
In Singapore, the legislature appears to have preempted the problem for
the intention seems to be that section 216 was to apply only to personal
remedies. This is evidenced by the amendment of the marginal note to
148 See the arguments advanced in a Canadian context by Macintosh, infra n 152.
149 Shapira, supra n 68.
150 s 174 1993 Companies Act.
151 See Ramsay, supra n 64 at p 173ff; Kluver, supra n 89 at p 25.
152 JF Macintosh, "The Oppression Remedy: Personal or Derivative?" (1991) 70 CBR 27 at
p 46 ff.
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section 216 from "Remedies is cases of oppression and injustice" to
"Personal remedies in cases of oppression and injustice" (emphasis added).
It was originally intended"" that section 216(2)(c) be deleted thereby making
it clear that section 216A is the only avenue for the commencement of
derivative actions. The proposed deletion was however not made in the
Amendment Act probably because of a submission that "while the proposed
deletion is clearly intended to make the remedy available under section
216 a personal remedy, it may turn out at the end of an action under
section 216 that the most appropriate remedy would be to allow the
applicant to bring an action under the new section 216A. While section 216
does allow the court to "make such order as it thinks fit", the deliberate
deletion of a provision like.., subsection (2)(c) may suggest that it was
intended that the court should not have the power under section 216 to
make an order to authorise an action to be brought under section
216A..."1 4. It was proposed that the section 216(2)(c)" 5 be amended to
read "authorise proceedings under section 216A to be brought in the name
of or on behalf of the company by such person or persons and on such
terms as the court may direct". The Select Committee did not adopt the
proposal but decided to leave the original subsection (2)(c) as it stands.
This is unfortunate as it may have the undesirable effect of creating
interpretive confusion. No doubt whether this will in fact be the case will
depend on how the Singapore judiciary handles the cases before it.
Notwithstanding the amendment to the marginal note, it is still possible
and is generally recognised that, on a particular set of acts, both a wrong
to the company and oppression of its shareholders can be established.
In a Canadian case h, some attempt was made to lay down an approach to
such situations. LD Barry J said:
...I believe that the present Corporations Act 57 provisions'58 require
this court to exercise a discretion based upon the circumstances of
the particular case, in deciding whether those overlap cases should be
allowed to proceed without leave, where there are some alleged
wrongs to the corporation, with only incidental damage to the
shareholder, and other alleged wrongs personal to the shareholder... If
the cause of action is one of an essentially derivative character, then,
in my opinion, in order to give any meaning to the derivative claim
sections of the Corporation Act, it is necessary to require that a
153 Companies Amendment Bill No 33 of 1992.
1-4 Joint submission by Professor D Prentice and Mr Lee Beng Tat.
155 Which reads "authorise civil proceedings to be brought in the name of or on behalf of
the company by such person or persons and on such terms as the court may direct".
156 Pappasv Acan Windows Inc, (1991) 2 BLR (2d) 180 (Nfld TD).
157 The Newfoundland Corporations Act.
158 Ss 364 (derivative) & 366 (oppression).
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claimant first obtain leave to commence the action. That is particularly
appropriate, I believe, where.. .there is no intervening limitation period
and no other reason given as to why leave was not first sought. To
hold otherwise would be to subvert the principle that the company is
a legal entity distinct from its shareholders.. .If, however, it is not
possible to clearly separate the personal and derivative claims, then
I believe that both those claims should be discontinued where no
leave has been obtained, unless the derivative claims are merely
incidental and clearly of secondary importance to the personal claims.
Where a court will find the proper balance cannot, in my opinion, be
predicted. I believe that it will be necessary to decide each case on
its facts. 59
Policy considerations may help the court find the proper balance. If the
action were allowed to proceed under section 216 as a personal action,
recovery would favour that plaintiff shareholder to the exclusion of others
as the financial resources of the wrongdoers may be depleted, leaving
other shareholders (who would also necessarily be affected by the wrong)
with no practical remedy. Such an action would also prejudice creditors
and other interested parties as the wrong to company has not been
redressed. Thus, where the alleged wrongdoing has widespread effects, it
may be preferable for it to proceed derivatively so that ultimately, it is the
company that recovers.
CONCLUSION
As with all things in law, there will always be people on either side of the
fence. Increasing the scope for shareholder intervention in the hope of
enhancing corporate accountability cannot, provided the necessary
safeguards are in place, be an undesirable thing.
The fact that minority shareholder complaints reaching the courts in
Singapore are few and far between does not mean that all directors in
Singapore are angels or that all shareholders are happy. In introducing a
statutory derivative action in Singapore, legislature is hoping that by arming
the shareholder with more ammunition, errant directors and officers, and
even self-serving shareholders can be held in check. It would be too late
to introduce these measures by the time managerial ineptitude and corporate
wrongdoing manifest themselves in the form of a lack of investor confidence.
In the modified words of Australian Justice Coldrey 60 , insofar as the well-
being and growth of the Singapore economy is dependent on public
investment, it is essential if such investment is to occur that potential
15" see supra n 156 at pp 215-216.
1fW In the Jarrett prosecution, reported in the Australian Financial Review, July 1 1994 at p 4. A
different context but nevertheless applicable words.
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investors have confidence that the officers of corporate entities operate
them honestly and in the best interests of the shareholders. The Singapore
legislature was therefore being farsighted.
Nevertheless, the provisions are not perfect and it is hoped that the
Singapore judiciary would rise to the occasion by lending to the section,
the interpretation that would give it its greatest effect as a policy weapon.
Given the non-litigious mentality of Singaporeans generally, it may be that
Section 216A will be under-utilised. This is not to say that it serves no
useful purpose, for it represents the aspiration that, by its very existence,
the behaviour of relevant persons are suitably affected. This in itself should
also be a goal.
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